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SUMMARY
The application is a resubmission, following a refusal of a previous application. The applicant
proposes external alterations to Merchants House, including recladding, installation of window box
sections and the creation of a new entrance.
Officers had serious concerns about the previous proposals. These related in particular to the harm
to heritage assets including the City Docks Conservation Area and the setting of nearby listed
buildings. There was also concern about the creation of a blank façade on the ground floor.
Following a committee decision, the proposals were refused in February 2019 for reasons relating to
these concerns.
Since then, the applicant has worked with officers on the proposed design. The materials and general
design proposed in the resubmission are high quality and appropriate to the heritage context.
Previous reasons for refusal are considered to be overcome. The application is therefore
recommended for approval.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The application site is Merchants House. This is a partly four, partly five-storey office building, located
on Wapping Road in the Central ward of Bristol and the City Centre. The building is divided into a
north block and a south block, which are linked at second and third floor levels. Each block has its
own entrance area and car parking on the ground floor. The building is constructed of brick and
painted render, with ground floor openings that give a view through to the ground floor car park.
Upper floor windows are metal-framed and have horizontal glazing bars.
It is understood that the north block is mainly occupied by tenants, and the south block is currently
vacant, with internal refurbishment proposed.
The site lies within the City Docks Conservation Area. Merchants House is identified as a "Neutral
Building" in the Conservation Area Character Appraisal. It is within the setting of the City and Queens
Square Conservation Area. Further down Wapping Road to the south lie a number of Grade II listed
buildings, including the Louisiana Pub. To the north lie listed assets including the Prince Street
Bridge. The locally listed M- and L-sheds lie to the west of the site. These are identified as unlisted
buildings of merit in the City Docks Conservation Area Character Appraisal. The site lies on a
Secondary Pedestrian Route and within the Redcliffe Neighbourhood of the Central Area Plan.
To the west of the site lies Challoner Court, which is a residential area. To the east, on the other side
of Wapping Road, lies Wapping Wharf, which is allocated for housing and offices under Site Allocation
SA101 of the Bristol Central Area Plan.
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The applicant proposes a number of alterations to the building. The main proposals are as follows:
The application is a resubmission of application 18/05677/F which was refused in February 2019 for
the following reasons:
The development would appear incongruous and out of character with the appearance of the
surrounding area due to: harmful loss of traditional details, proportions and materiality; introduction of
new inappropriate materials; and creation of a discordant horizontal element within the traditional
vertical rhythms of the street. For these reasons, the proposal would not preserve or enhance the
special character and appearance of the City Docks Conservation Area and the setting of the City and
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Queen Square Conservation Area and would harm the setting of surrounding listed buildings, locally
listed buildings and local landmarks. For these reasons, the proposals are contrary to policies BCS21
and BCS22 of the Bristol Local Plan Core Strategy (2011), policies DM26 and DM31 of the Bristol
Local Plan - Site Allocations and Development management Policies (2014) and Section 16 of the
National Planning Policy Framework.
The proposed loss of podium level fenestration reduces the perception of an active ground
floor frontage. This would harm the amenity of the secondary pedestrian route. For these reasons,
the proposals would be contrary to: Policy BCS21 of the Bristol Development Framework Core
Strategy, Policy DM27 of the Bristol Local Plan Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies (2014); and Policies BCAP30 and BCAP31 of the Bristol Central Area Plan (2014).
Certain elements of the scheme were subsequently approved via permission 19/00718/F (see
planning history below). These included the installation of a roof terrace, new pedestrian entrance
and altered parking provision. These were elements that were not of concern to officers and
members.
Since the refusal of application 18/05677/F, the applicant has met with and worked with officers
through the pre-application process in order to design an amended scheme. This includes:
Cladding the south elevation and parts of the north elevation window bays in natural copper
'bricks'.
Cladding the linking structure in stained wood cladding.
'Window box sections' around the windows.
New ground floor entrance framed with tiles.
Canopy above new entrance.
Redesigned perforated panels at ground floor level.
Replacement of existing gutters.
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
19/00718/F External and internal works including installation of a roof terrace, new pedestrian
entrance and altered parking provision for existing commercial building.
Date closed 08 May 2019
Approved
18/05677/F External and internal works, including installation of a roof terrace, recladding elevations,
new pedestrian entrance and altered parking provision. (resubmission).
Date closed
01 February 2019
Refused
12/02827/F Formation of a new main entrance in front elevation and associated alterations to side
elevation to infill former entrance.
Date Closed
23 August 2012
Approved
14/06290/COU
Prior approval for the change of use from office floor space within Use Class B1
(a) to residential accommodation falling within Use Class C3 (dwelling houses)
Date Closed
25 February 2015
Prior Approval Given
15/06359/F Replacing the existing aluminium double glazed windows / doors and timber frames with
new uPVC windows (116 No.) and doors (14 No.). This application relates to the front (north) and rear
(south) elevations of the Merrick Court site.
Date Closed
21 March 2016
Approved (adjacent site)
16/02515/COU
Prior approval of a proposed change of use of a building from offices (Use
Class B1) to a use falling within Use Class C3 (Dwellinghouses).
Date Closed
4 July 2016
Prior Approval Given
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18/04189/F External and internal works including installation of a roof terrace, recladding
elevations, new pedestrian entrance and altered parking provision.
Date Closed
27 September 2018
Withdrawn
RESPONSE TO PUBLICITY AND CONSULTATION
a)

External comments

Two external comments were received.
Bristol Civic Society made the following comments (neither objecting nor supporting):
"Bristol Civic Society prefers this proposal to the earlier proposal which made extensive use of fish
scale tiles. Before finalising its views, it would be helpful to see samples of the black stained timber
proposed for the bridge and the proposed copper bricks. Details of materials to be used are important
in order to assess the impact of the proposal on the Conservation Area."
The second comment was from a third party, which is summarised as follows:
The proposed linking structure appears as a "heavy hanging black mass". It is not clear how
the "underskirts" of the timber detailing will work, when viewed from below.
The windows look smaller and there is no obvious structure.
There may be a reduction in vehicle height access.
There may be an increased fire risk arising from the timber.
The change does not enhance the development or the conservation area and is worse than
before visually.
b)

Internal comments

Bristol City Council's Urban Design Officer and Conservation Officer were involved in the preapplication discussions. Both officers made verbal comments regarding the current proposals, which
are incorporated in the key issues section below. There was no objection from either officer.
Bristol City Council's Transport Development Management (TDM) Officer advised that the
canopy would require an oversailing licence.
RELEVANT POLICIES
City and Queen Square Conservation Area Character Appraisal
City Docks Character Appraisal
Planning (Listed Buildings & Conservation Areas) Act 1990
National Planning Policy Framework – February 2019
Bristol Local Plan comprising Core Strategy (Adopted June 2011), Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies (Adopted July 2014) and (as appropriate) the Bristol Central Area Plan
(Adopted March 2015) and (as appropriate) the Old Market Quarter Neighbourhood Development
Plan 2016 and Lawrence Weston Neighbourhood Development Plan 2017 and the Hengrove and
Whitchurch Neighbourhood Development Plan 2019.
In determining this application, the Local Planning Authority has had regard to all relevant policies of
the Bristol Local Plan and relevant guidance.
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KEY ISSUES
1.

Design and heritage

The previous application was refused due to concerns about the impact of the proposals on heritage
assets. The revised submission is considered to overcome these concerns. The officer assessment
is set out below.
a)

Legislation and policy context

Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that in
considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its
setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the
building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.
The Authority is also required (under Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990) to pay special regard to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of the area.
Section 16 of the national guidance within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2019
states that when considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset's conservation, with any harm or
loss requiring clear and convincing justification. Paragraph 189 of the NPPF requires LPAs require an
applicant to identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected
by a proposal and take this into account when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage
asset. Paragraph 196 of the NPPF states that any less-than-substantial harm to the significance of
designated heritage assets should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including
securing the optimum viable use.
In addition, the adopted Bristol Core Strategy 2011 within Policy BCS22 and the adopted Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies within Policy DM31 seeking to ensure that
development proposals safeguard or enhance heritage assets in the city. Policy DM26 states that
new development should contribute positively towards local character and distinctiveness and reflect
locally characteristic architectural styles, rhythms, patterns, features and themes, as well as
predominant materials and textures.
b)

Significance of heritage assets

As set out above, the NPPF requires the significance of heritage assets to be understood, including
any contribution made by their setting. The relevant heritage assets are:
-

City Docks Conservation Area
Setting of City and Queen Square Conservation Area
Grade II Listed assets to the south on Wapping Road
Grade II Listed Prince Street swing bridge and accumulator tower,
Grade II Listed Quay Wall and Bollards
Locally Listed M and L-sheds

The significance of the heritage asset that may be affected is therefore derived from the following:
City Docks Conservation Area: As set out by the Conservation officer, this part of the conservation
area has a strong and unified character derived by the Grade II listed properties on the southern part
of Wapping Road. Merchants House maintains this "classical vocabulary" and provides architectural
continuity through its proportions, detailing and materials, as set out in the Conservation officer's
comments. Hence, it has architectural value. The Conservation Area Character Appraisal states that
the quality of late Georgian buildings is a strength of this part of the conservation area. This part of
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the conservation area also has an industrial heritage and character derived from local landmarks such
as the cranes on the floating harbour (identified as landmarks in the Conservation Area Character
Appraisal) and the M- and L-Sheds. Merchants House performs the role of a background building
with a restrained character against which these landmarks can be seen and appreciated.
City and Queen Square Conservation Area: The waterside areas of this Conservation Area also have
an industrial character, with high quality historic materials, such as cobbled surfaces and quayside
features.
Grade II listed assets to the south on Wapping Road, including the Louisiana Pub: As above, the
significance of these buildings is derived from their classical proportions and natural materials. The
design of these listed buildings informed and influenced the design of Merchants House, as set out
above.
Other listed assets, including the Prince Street Bridge, Accumulator tower and Quay Walls and
bollards: The significance of these is derived from their industrial heritage and the industrial character
of their materials and detailing.
Locally-listed assets including M- and L-Sheds: These derive their significance from their industrial
character and heritage.
c)

Impact of the proposed development

The proposals would be seen in direct views from the south towards the Wapping Road listed
buildings, Prince Street Bridge, Accumulator tower and Quay Walls, bollards, the M- and L-sheds and
the City and Queen Square Conservation Area beyond. They would also be seen in views from the
north towards the cranes, M- and L-sheds, the Prince Street Bridge and the group of Georgian
buildings which includes the Louisiana pub. It is important that the design is sensitive to this context.
The proposed copper 'bricks' represent a high quality material which will be appropriate to the historic
context, including the conservation area and other heritage assets set out above. The aluminium
shingles ('fish scales') previously proposed were of concern in that they would be overly-reflective and
contrived and inappropriate to the historic and industrial context. By contrast, copper is a natural
material, which will weather down well. It may appear reflective at first, but over time will develop a
natural patina which will suitable in the context of the other natural materials in this historic area. The
dimensions and proportions of the bricks have been carefully designed by the applicant and officers
support their approach and attention to detail. The applicant has provided sample panels to officers,
and compliance with the materials and general design as shown within the sample panels can be
conditioned.
The cladding design includes a number of vertical delineations which helps keep the vertical rhythms
of the building, and respects the setting of the Georgian listed buildings referred to above. The
detailing of the cladding has been provided by the applicant (including stop-beads and junctions with
other materials), and officers are satisfied that these elements of the design are well-considered and
acceptable.
The proposed use of dark brown timber cladding instead of stone cladding for the link section has
emerged during the design process. Timber, again, is a natural material which will weather well. It is
suitable for the maritime industrial context and can be seen in various locations around the
conservation area, including the Benjamin Perry Boat House in Redcliffe and the Prince Street Bridge.
Concern has been raised about the detailing of this element, especially when viewed from below. The
design of the lap would be an "American Lap", and incorporates both horizontal and vertical elements
with carefully-designed detailing. This has been discussed and agreed with officers as a suitable
cladding. Since the previously-proposed use of stone cladding for the link bridge, the design has
evolved. The colour and general design of the timber cladding will work well with the use of copper
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bricks, since the natural colours and textures will be complementary. A sample panel can be required
via condition.
The proposed aluminium box sections around the windows have been added to the design to frame
the windows and to address the increased depth of the façade which will arise from the addition of
copper bricks. Officers have no concerns about this approach. The depths of the proposed reveals
are appropriate and the limited use of aluminium is considered acceptable. Previously, officers raised
concerns about the omission of window bars to the (previously approved) replacement windows.
Since the design has evolved significantly, the bars are no longer necessary for the emerging
character of the proposal.
The new entrance has been previously approved (under application 19/00718/F). The current
application adds to the design of the entrance, in particular via the use of glazed tiles around the
entrance and nearest bays, as shown on the drawings. The use of tiles was again discussed and
agreed with the applicant as part of the pre-application process. Tiles are a high-quality material, with
a depth and richness of colour, which will help give the applicant the 'wow factor' they are seeking,
whilst not appearing out of character within the historic and industrial context. The applicant has
provided a sample, showing glazed red tiles, which will be a complementary to the copper bricks. The
colour will also work well in future when the copper weathers down, develops a patina and changes to
a more green/ blue colour.
The proposed canopy includes a sweeping design, as shown on the plans. At 200mm, its thickness
would be of concern, were it not for the curved and tapering nature of the design. This prevents it
from seeming too heavy or chunky. The relatively limited use of grey aluminium is acceptable in this
instance. The aluminium is in keeping with the vertical pilasters and also the window box frames, so
there is consistency in the materials palette.
The proposal includes a series of perforated panels at ground level. These are interspersed with
natural copper panels. The perforated panels are intended to obscure the safety grilles of the ground
floor car park. Officers raised concerns about the design of the panels previously and have worked
with the applicant to resolve this. The final panels have an amended design improves the solid-tovoid ratio. It improves visual permeability, appears more lightweight and improves the vitality of the
design. They are made of plastic power coated aluminium which is considered acceptable, as it is in
keeping with other elements of the design (pilasters, canopy and window box sections). Furthermore,
the use of copper in-between the perforated panels will add to the quality of this element of the
design. The copper panels also help maintain the vertical emphasis of the building, which is important
given the proportions of the building and its location within the setting of a listed Georgian terrace, as
referred to above. Conditions can be added to secure the final design of the panels and also the
lighting design to be incorporated into the design of the panels.
The proposed changes to the guttering are minor and are acceptable to officers.
In summary, officers welcome the fact that the applicants have worked with the council to come up
with a revised proposal. The use of more natural materials is acceptable within the heritage setting.
The vertical emphasis of the building has been retained. Materials and detailing are high quality and
well-considered. The omission of window glazing bars is no longer of concern in the context of the
revised scheme. Overall, the scheme enhances the character and appearance of the conservation
area and is sensitive to the setting of the nearby listed assets. The proposals will give the applicant
the impact that that they seek from refurbishing the building and attracting vibrant, young companies,
whilst respecting the sensitive heritage setting.
Whilst the design is bold, for the above reasons, it is not considered that there would be any harm to
the character of the conservation are, the setting of the adjacent conservation area, or the setting of
the listed assets referred to above.
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d)
Is the impact of the proposed works (harm/loss of significance) justified or outweighed by
public benefit as defined by the NPPF?
With reference to paragraph 196 of the NPPF, it must be considered whether any less-thansubstantial harm is justified and outweighed by public benefits. The provisions of policy DM31 also
must be considered (bullet points i-iv of the policy under the heading "conserving heritage assets").
As set out above, it is not considered that there is any harm to heritage assets. Furthermore, there
are public benefits to the overall scheme, including the following (first two bullet points approved
under application 19/00718/F).
-

Increase in cycle parking (20 new spaces).
Increased office floorspace (183.5 m sq additional space created, which is approximately
a 3% increase within Merchants House).
Refurbishment and regeneration of the building which will improve its appearance.

e)

Conclusions

For the above reasons, the revised design is welcomed and the first reason for refusal is overcome.
Officers have undertaken the assessment required under the Sections 66 (LBs) and 72 (CAs) of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and have given special regard to the
desirability of preserving the building, its setting and its features of special architectural or historic
interest which it possesses. They have given the impact on heritage assets considerable importance
and weight. The application details high quality materials, detailing and general design which will
preserve the character, appearance and setting of heritage assets. As set out above, it is not
considered that there is any harm to these assets.
It is also concluded that the proposal (subject to relevant conditions) would meet the provisions of:
Policies BCS21, BCS22 of the adopted Bristol Development Framework Core Strategy 2011; adopted
Policies DM30 and DM31 within the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies (July
2014). The proposals have been considered in accordance with the requirements of legislation within
Sections 16(2), 66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and
Section 16 of the NPPF.
2.

Amenity of the secondary pedestrian route

Policy BCAP30 states that development that would harm the amenity of secondary pedestrian routes
will not be permitted. Policy BCAP31 states that active frontages will be expected in all locations in
the city centre facing the existing public realm. Policy BCAP32 states that development on or
adjacent to designated Quayside Walkways will be expected to have active frontages onto the
walkway. Policy BCAP47 (The Approach to Redcliffe) of the Central Area Plan states that in south
and west Redcliffe, secondary pedestrian routes should be enhanced. Policy DM27 states that
development should enable active frontages to the public realm.
Wapping Road is a defined secondary pedestrian route. The applicant's proposals initially included
the replacement of the ground floor openings along Wapping Road with full-height polyester-coated
metal panels with fish-shaped perforations. This design has since been amended, in discussion with
officers, and as described above. The reason for the design is in order to obscure the existing
security grilles serving the ground floor car park.
The revised panels have an amended design which improves the solid-to-void ratio. It improves
visual permeability, appears more lightweight and improves the vitality of the design. Previous officerconcerns about the creation of a blank façade and loss of the perception of an active ground floor
frontage are therefore considered to be overcome. The amenity of the pedestrian route would be
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preserved.
Conclusion: The previous application was refused for two reasons, relating to impact on heritage
assets and loss of the perception of an active ground floor frontage. The applicant has worked with
officers to revise the design, prior to the current resubmission. The reasons for refusal are considered
to be overcome and the application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions.
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY
How much Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) would this development be required to pay?
Development of less than 100 square metres of new build that does not result in the creation of a new
dwelling; development of buildings that people do not normally go into, and conversions of buildings in
lawful use, are exempt from CIL. This application falls into one of these categories and therefore no
CIL would be payable.
RECOMMENDED

GRANT subject to condition(s)

Time limit for commencement of development
1.

Full Planning Permission
The development hereby permitted shall begin before the expiration of three years from the
date of this permission.
Reason: As required by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, as amended
by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

Pre commencement condition(s)
2.

Sample panels of the following, demonstrating the colour, texture, face bond and pointing are
to be erected on site and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority before the
relevant parts of the work are commenced. The development shall be complete in accordance
with the approved details before the building is occupied.
a) Timber cladding
b) Ground floor perforated cladding panels
Reason: In order to protect the character of the conservation area and the setting of listed
assets and to ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory.

3.

Detailed drawings showing the lighting arrangements for the ground floor perforated cladding
panels shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority before the
relevant part of the work is begun. The details thereby approved shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved details.
Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and the character of the area.

Post occupation management
4.

The development shall be carried out in full accordance with the following sample panels
submitted to the Local Planning Authority and viewed on 08 August 2019:
- Copper cladding.
- Glazed tiles for use around proposed new entrance.
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Reason: In order to ensure the appearance of the building is acceptable, to preserve the
character of the conservation area and the setting of listed assets.
List of approved plans
5.

List of approved plans and drawings
The development shall conform in all aspects with the plans and details shown in the
application as listed below, unless variations are agreed by the Local Planning Authority in
order to discharge other conditions attached to this decision.
4945 IN 101-B Site location plan, received 5 August 2019
4945 IN 102-B Block plan, received 5 August 2019
4945 IN 62-A South block front elevation - existing, received 16 July 2019
4945 IN 63-A South block existing rear elevation - existing, received 16 July 2019
4945 IN 54-A North and South block existing elevations, received 16 July 2019
4945-DE 54B Proposed elevations, received 5 August 2019
4945-DE 62 C Proposed front elevation to Wapping Road, received 4 September 2019
4945-DE 65 C South block cladding detail, received 4 September 2019
4945-DE 66 A Link block cladding details, received 28 August 2019
4945-DE 67 D Proposed canopy details, received 4 September 2019
4945-DE 68 A Proposed link block cladding details, received 28 August 2019
4945-DE 69 A Proposed North block cladding, received 28 August 2019
4945-DE 70-A Proposed South block cladding, received 28 August 2019
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt.

Advices
1

An oversailing licence will be required for the proposed canopy.

2

Impact on the highway network during construction
The development hereby approved and any associated highway works required, is likely to
impact on the operation of the highway network during its construction (and any demolition
required). You are advised to contact the Highway Authorities Network Management Team at
traffic@bristol.gov.uk before undertaking any work, to discuss any temporary traffic
management measures required, such as footway, Public Right of Way, carriageway closures
or temporary parking restrictions a minimum of eight weeks prior to any activity on site to
enable Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders to be prepared and a programme of Temporary
Traffic Management measures to be agreed.

Supporting Documents
5.

Merchants House Wapping Road
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Location plan
Proposed elevations
Proposed detailing of south block
Cladding panel visual (for ground floor)
Design development ideas (NB final design differs slightly from this in
its detailing, but gives an idea of the design process and background).

Materials

Merchants House link section local inspiration.

Architectural

Princes bridge has an excellent example
of the horizontal timber boarding
with corner faming.

The designers of the same development
have used a very similar approach to framing columns of windows
on the residential blocks with a projecting central section.

The old boat shed has both horizontal boarding on the sides
and uses projecting vertical ribs on the end to cover the
board joints.

This set of regency buildings
have the same characteristic.

A mixture of the horizontal boards
on the central projected section and
the vertical boards and ribs on the sides.

The projected section extends approximately
250mm further out as shown here. I am conscious that if
it is too deep the window reveals will become too deep.

Window frames would be fabricated from formed aluminium
coloured to match the stained timber boards.

As per the Princes Bridge tower we could use
a contrasting material such as our copper to
frame the central section.

This is the version with horizontal boards all across.

I think that the 250mm projection is visually strong enough to
make the idea work. It will also echo the covered stepped parapet
when viewed from ground level.

